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We determine a fundamental upper bound on the performance of any adaptive protocol for dis-
crimination or estimation of a channel which has an unknown parameter encoded in the state of its
environment. Since our approach relies on the principle of data processing, the bound applies to
a variety of discrimination measures, including quantum relative entropy, hypothesis testing rela-
tive entropy, Re´nyi relative entropy, fidelity, and quantum Fisher information. We apply the upper
bound to thermal (amplifier) channels with a known transmissivity (gain) but unknown excess noise.
In these cases, we find that the upper bounds are achievable for several discrimination measures
of interest, and the method for doing so is non-adaptive, employing a highly squeezed two-mode
vacuum state at the input of each channel use. Estimating the excess noise of a thermal channel is
of principal interest for the security of quantum key distribution, in the setting where a fiber-optic
cable has a known transmissivity but a tampering eavesdropper alters the excess noise on the chan-
nel, so that estimating the excess noise as precisely as possible is desirable. Finally, we outline a
practical strategy which can be used to achieve these limits.
Introduction—One of the primary goals of quantum
information theory is to identify limitations on how well
one can process information or estimate an unknown pa-
rameter, when allowing for quantum effects [1–4]. Along
with this goal, there is great interest in determining
whether it is possible to approach these limits in princi-
ple, and furthermore, if this can be done in practice with
realistic constraints taken into account, such as time, en-
ergy, scalability, etc.
In this paper, we are interested in the fundamental
limitations on channel discrimination and estimation for
a particular class of quantum channels. Suppose that
an unknown parameter x is encoded in an environmental
state, which subsequently interacts with an input quan-
tum system A via a fixed unitary quantum interaction.
Suppose further that the unitary interaction has two out-
put quantum systems, one of which is available and de-
noted as B and the other is lost or discarded to the en-
vironment. The transformation of the input system A to
the output system B is called a quantum channel. Let
us call such channels environment-parametrized channels,
given that the unknown parameter x is encoded exclu-
sively in the environment and not in the unitary interac-
tion [5]. Important environment-parametrized channels
of practical interest are thermal channels with a fixed,
known transmissivity and unknown excess noise. Other
examples are amplifier channels with a fixed, known gain
but unknown excess noise.
We consider two tasks: first, we suppose that the pa-
rameter x takes one of two values and the goal is to figure
out which value it takes. Second, we suppose that the pa-
rameter x takes a value from a continuum and the goal is
to estimate the unknown parameter. The former task is
called channel discrimination [6–11] and the latter chan-
nel estimation [12–16], both topics having an extensive
literature already. Also, there are strong connections be-
tween the two tasks [17], as one might suspect. In these
tasks, we would like for the error probability or the mean-
square error, respectively, to be as small as possible when
determining the unknown parameter.
For both tasks, the most general strategy one could al-
low for is an adaptive strategy, when trying to determine
an unknown parameter x encoded in a quantum chan-
nel N xA→B (see Figure 1). An adaptive strategy that
makes M calls to the channel is specified in terms of
an input quantum state ρR1A1 , a set of adaptive, inter-
leaved channels {AiRiBi→Ri+1Ai+1}M−1i=1 , and a final quan-
tum measurement {ΛxˆRMBM }xˆ that outputs an estimate xˆ
of the unknown parameter. The strategy begins with the
discriminator preparing the input quantum state ρR1A1
and sending the A1 system into the channel N xA1→B1 .
The channel N xA1→B1 outputs the system B1, which is
then available to the discriminator. The discriminator
adjoins the system B1 to system R1 and applies the chan-
nel A1R1B1→R2A2 . We say that the channel A1R1B1→R2A2
is adaptive because it can take an action conditioned on
information in the system B1, which itself might contain
some partial information about the unknown parame-
ter x. The discriminator then inputs the system A2 into
the second use of the channel N xA2→B2 , which outputs
a system B2. This process repeats M − 2 more times,
and at the end, the discriminator has systems RM and
BM . The discriminator finally performs a measurement
{ΛxˆRMBM }xˆ that outputs an estimate xˆ of the unknown
parameter x. The conditional probability for the esti-
mate xˆ given the unknown parameter x is given by the
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FIG. 1. A depiction of the most general adaptive protocol for
discriminating or estimating quantum channels. A descrip-
tion of this protocol is given in the main text.
Born rule:
pXˆ|X(xˆ|x) =
Tr{ΛxˆRMBM (N xAM→BM ◦ AM−1RM−1BM−1→RMAM ◦
· · · ◦ A1R1B1→R2A2 ◦ N xA1→B1)(ρR1A1)} (1)
Note that such an adaptive strategy contains a non-
adaptive strategy as a special case: the system R1 can
be arbitrarily large and divided into subsystems, with the
only role of the interleaved channels AiRiBi→Ri+1Ai+1 be-
ing that they redirect these subsystems to be the inputs
of future calls to the channel (as would be the case in any
non-adaptive strategy for estimation or discrimination).
Our first main result is a general upper bound on the
performance of adaptive discrimination and estimation
of environment-parametrized channels. We establish this
upper bound for any discrimination measure that satis-
fies a data-processing inequality (that is, it is monotone
non-increasing with respect to the action of a quantum
channel). Our result thus holds for all known and useful
discrimination measures, given that the data-processing
inequality is the most basic requirement needed for any
discrimination measure. This includes well known dis-
crimination measures such as quantum relative entropy
[18], Re´nyi relative entropy [19–21], quantum fidelity [22],
trace distance, Chernoff information [23, 24], hypothe-
sis testing relative entropy [25–27], etc., each of which
have operational interpretations for certain information-
processing tasks. The essential statement of the up-
per bound is that one’s ability to discriminate or esti-
mate environment-parametrized channels is limited by
how well one can discriminate or estimate the environ-
mental states that encode the unknown parameter.
In our second main result, we show that it is possi-
ble to attain this upper bound in principle for a number
of the discrimination measures listed above, when esti-
mating excess noise in thermal channels or excess noise
in amplifier channels. For these particular channels, the
unknown parameter is the mean photon number of an
environmental thermal state, while the transmissivity or
gain is known in our scenario. We find that the opti-
mal strategy does not involve any adaptation whatso-
ever and consists solely in sending one share of a highly
squeezed two-mode squeezed vacuum state into each use
of the channel, followed by a measurement on the output
systems. What we find remarkable about this result is
that, in the limit of large squeezing, several of the dis-
crimination measures mentioned above depend only on
the mean photon number of the environmental thermal
state and have no dependence on the transmissivity or
gain of the channel. Thus, such a strategy with a highly
squeezed two-mode squeezed vacuum state allows for re-
moving the effect of loss or gain in the channel, and we
provide a physical interpretation for this phenomenon in
what follows.
Our results for estimating excess noise in thermal chan-
nels should be useful for the security of quantum key
distribution [28]. There, the transmissivity is typically
known when the communication medium is a fiber-optic
cable, but the excess noise in the channel can be at-
tributed to a tampering eavesdropper. Thus, estimat-
ing excess noise in the channel is of primary interest and
plays a critical role in security analyses.
Environment-parametrized channels—We begin by
defining an environment-parametrized quantum channel
[15, 29]. Let x be an unknown parameter, and let θxE
be a quantum state that depends on x. Let UAE→BE′
be a unitary operator that takes vectors in a tensor-
product input Hilbert space HA ⊗ HE to vectors in a
tensor-product output Hilbert space HB ⊗ HE′ . Then
we define an environment-parametrized channel N xA→B
as follows:
N xA→B(LA) ≡ TrE′{UAE→BE′(LA ⊗ θxE)(UAE→BE′)†},
(2)
where LA is an operator acting on HA and TrE′ denotes
the partial trace. By inspecting the above definition, we
see that it is only the environment state θxE that depends
on the unknown parameter x and the unitary interaction
UAE→BE′ is fixed and independent of x. Thus, all of the
information that distinguishes one channel N x1A→B from
another channel N x2A→B is encoded in the environment of
these channels.
Particular examples of environment-parametrized
channels are thermal channels, noisy amplifier channels,
Pauli channels, and erasure channels. We review the
first two here and sketch later why the latter two are
environment-parametrized. The unitary UAE→BE′ for a
thermal channel is defined from the following Heisenberg
input-output relations:
bˆ =
√
ηaˆ+
√
1− ηeˆ, (3)
eˆ′ = −
√
1− ηaˆ+√ηeˆ, (4)
where aˆ, bˆ, eˆ, and eˆ′ are the field-mode annihilation oper-
ators for the sender’s input, the receiver’s output, the en-
vironment’s input, and the environment’s output of these
channels, respectively. The environmental mode eˆ is pre-
pared in a thermal state θ(NB) of mean photon number
NB ≥ 0, defined as
θ(NB) ≡ 1
NB + 1
∞∑
n=0
(
NB
NB + 1
)n
|n〉〈n|, (5)
3where {|n〉} is the orthonormal, photonic number-state
basis. The parameter NB is the excess noise of the ther-
mal channel. When NB = 0, θ(NB) reduces to the vac-
uum state, in which case the resulting channel in (3) is
called the pure-loss channel—it is said to be quantum-
limited in this case because the environment is injecting
the minimum amount of noise allowed by quantum me-
chanics. The parameter η ∈ [0, 1] is the transmissivity of
the channel, representing the average fraction of photons
making it from the input to the output of the channel.
Let Lη,NB denote this channel. In our application, we set
the unknown parameter x = NB , and we suppose that
the transmissivity η is known.
The unitary UAE→BE′ for an amplifier channel is de-
fined from the following Heisenberg input-output rela-
tions:
bˆ =
√
Gaˆ+
√
G− 1eˆ†, (6)
eˆ′† =
√
G− 1aˆ+
√
Geˆ†. (7)
The parameter G ≥ 1 is the gain of the amplifier channel.
For this channel, the environment is prepared in the ther-
mal state θ(NB). The parameter NB is the excess noise
of the amplifier channel. If NB = 0, the amplifier chan-
nel is said to be quantum-limited for a similar reason as
stated above. Let AG,NB denote this channel. The class
of amplifier channels we consider are those with a fixed
known gain G and the unknown parameter x = NB .
General bound from quantum data processing—We
now establish our first main result. Let D(ρ‖σ) denote
a generalized divergence [21, 30], which is a function ac-
cepting two quantum states as input and producing a
non-negative real number as its output. The only prop-
erty that we demand to hold for a generalized divergence
is that the following data-processing inequality hold:
D(ρ‖σ) ≥ D(N (ρ)‖N (σ)), (8)
where N is a quantum channel. The inequality in (8)
asserts that a generalized divergence D, interpreted as
a measure of distinguishability of the states ρ and σ,
does not increase under the action of a quantum chan-
nel N . Particular examples of generalized divergences
include quantum relative entropy [18], hypothesis testing
relative entropy [25–27], quantum fidelity [22], trace dis-
tance, Re´nyi relative entropy [19–21], etc. Note that any
generalized divergence is unitarily invariant [21]: i.e., the
following equality holds for any unitary operator U :
D(ρ‖σ) = D(UρU†‖UσU†), (9)
because (·) → U(·)U† and (·) → U†(·)U are
quantum channels, D(ρ‖σ) ≥ D(UρU†‖UσU†), and
D(UρU†‖UσU†) ≥ D(U†[UρU†]U‖U†[UσU†]U) =
D(ρ‖σ). Furthermore, it is invariant with respect to ten-
soring in the same state τ [21]:
D(ρ‖σ) = D(ρ⊗ τ‖σ ⊗ τ), (10)
because (·) → (·) ⊗ τ is a quantum channel and partial
trace is a quantum channel, so that D(ρ‖σ) ≥ D(ρ ⊗
τ‖σ ⊗ τ) and D(ρ⊗ τ‖σ ⊗ τ) ≥ D(ρ‖σ).
Suppose that the discriminator is attempting to dis-
tinguish two environment-parametrized channels of the
form in (2), where the environmental state is either θx1E
or θx2E . In such a case, the conditional probability for
outputting xˆ is pXˆ|X(xˆ|xi) for i ∈ {1, 2} as given in (1),
whenever the discrimination strategy is the most general
adaptive strategy as outlined before. Then our first main
result is the following inequality
D([θx1E ]
⊗M‖[θx2E ]⊗M ) ≥ D(pXˆ|X(xˆ|x1)‖pXˆ|X(xˆ|x2)).
(11)
Manifest in the above inequality is the following intuitive
statement: the discriminator’s ability to distinguish the
two channels, if given M calls to the channel, cannot
be any better than if the discriminator were presented
with M copies of the environmental state θxiE and then
asked to decide with which one he was presented. If the
generalized divergence is also additive with respect to
tensor-product states, which holds for many examples of
divergences as we discuss below, then (11) reduces to
MD(θx1E ‖θx2E ) ≥ D(pXˆ|X(xˆ|x1)‖pXˆ|X(xˆ|x2)). (12)
We note that results bearing some similarities to (11)
have appeared in previous papers [15, 16], but the pre-
vious statements are not given in such generality (i.e.,
for all generalized divergences) nor were the previous
statements argued to apply to the most general adap-
tive strategy one could consider and instead only argued
for non-adaptive strategies.
We now prove the inequality in (11). For simplicity,
let us suppose that the adaptive discrimination strategy
consists of two calls to the unknown channel, and then
it will be easy to see how to generalize the result to get
(11). Then, in this case,
pXˆ|X(xˆ|xi) = Tr{ΛxˆR2B2(N xiA2→B2 ◦ A1R1B1→R2A2
◦ N xiA1→B1)(ρR1A1)}, (13)
and let us abbreviate the expression on the right as
Tr{ΛxˆN xiA1N xi(ρ)}. Then
D(pXˆ|X(xˆ|x1)‖pXˆ|X(xˆ|x2))
≤ D(N x1A1N x1(ρ)‖N x2A1N x2(ρ))
≤ D(U(A1N x1(ρ)⊗ θx1E )U†‖U(A1N x2(ρ)⊗ θx2E )U†)
= D(A1N x1(ρ)⊗ θx1E ‖A1N x2(ρ)⊗ θx2E )
≤ D(N x1(ρ)⊗ θx1E ‖N x2(ρ)⊗ θx2E )
≤ D(U(ρ⊗ θx1E )U† ⊗ θx1E ‖U(ρ⊗ θx2E )U† ⊗ θx2E )
= D(ρ⊗ θx1E ⊗ θx1E ‖ρ⊗ θx2E ⊗ θx2E )
= D(θx1E ⊗ θx1E ‖θx2E ⊗ θx2E ). (14)
All of the steps given above are a consequence of the
data-processing inequality in (8). The first inequality fol-
lows because the final measurement can be considered as
4a quantum channel acting on the states N x1A1N x1(ρ)
and N x2A1N x2(ρ) that produces the respective out-
put probability distributions pXˆ|X(xˆ|x1) and pXˆ|X(xˆ|x2).
The second inequality follows from the definition of
environment-parametrized channels in (2) and because
a partial trace is a quantum channel. The first equality
follows because any generalized divergence is unitarily in-
variant, as recalled in (9). The third inequality follows by
discarding the adaptive channel A1. The next few steps
follow the same reasoning and the last equality follows
from (10). Thus we establish the inequality in (11) for
M = 2, but it is easy to see that repeating the above
steps establishes (11) for arbitrary M .
Examples of generalized divergences—One notable
generalized divergence is the quantum hypothesis testing
relative entropy DεH(ρ‖σ) [25–27], defined for ε ∈ [0, 1]
as follows:
DεH(ρ‖σ) ≡ − log inf
Λ
Tr{Λσ}, (15)
where the infimum is with respect to all operators Λ sat-
isfying 0 ≤ Λ ≤ I and Tr{Λρ} ≥ 1 − ε. The physical
interpretation of this quantity is in asymmetric hypoth-
esis testing: if it is desired that the error probability in
identifying the state ρ by a measurement {Λ, I − Λ} be
less than ε, then infΛ Tr{Λσ} is the minimum error that
one could have in identifying the state σ using the same
binary-outcome quantum measurement. The hypothesis
testing relative entropy is a quantity of deep interest in
quantum information theory because various relevant in-
formation measures can be built from it, which are useful
in assessing the performance of a variety of information-
processing tasks [31–35]. It obeys the data processing
inequality in (8) by its very definition, for the simple
reason that applying the same quantum channel to the
states ρ and σ never decreases the two different error
probabilities discussed above [27].
Applying the result in (11) leads to the following
bound:
DεH(pXˆ|X(xˆ|x1)‖pXˆ|X(xˆ|x2)) ≤ DεH([θx1E ]⊗M‖[θx2E ]⊗M )
= MD(θx1E ‖θx2E )+
√
MV (θx1E ‖θx2E )Φ−1(ε)+O(logM),
(16)
where, in the last equality, we have used the quantum
relative entropy D(ρ‖σ) ≡ Tr{ρ[log ρ − log σ]} [18], the
quantum relative entropy variance V (ρ‖σ) ≡ Tr{ρ[log ρ−
log σ − D(ρ‖σ)]2} [32, 36], the inverse of the cumula-
tive Gaussian distribution function Φ, and an expansion
of the hypothesis testing relative entropy that holds for
tensor-power states [32, 36, 37]. The bound in (16) thus
places a fundamental limitation on the performance of
any adaptive channel discrimination strategy in the con-
text of asymmetric hypothesis testing.
Notable additive generalized divergences are given by
the Re´nyi relative entropies [19–21], defined for α ∈
(0, 1) ∪ (1,∞) as
Dα(ρ‖σ) ≡ 1
α− 1 log Tr{ρ
ασ1−α}, (17)
D˜α(ρ‖σ) ≡ 2α
α− 1 log
∥∥∥ρ1/2σ(1−α)/2α∥∥∥
2α
, (18)
where ‖A‖p ≡ [Tr{|A|p}]1/p and |A| ≡
√
A†A. The first
one Dα(ρ‖σ) satisfies (8) for α ∈ [0, 1) ∪ (1, 2] [19], and
the second one satisfies (8) for α ∈ [1/2, 1) ∪ (1,∞] [20,
21, 38–40]. Both are additive with respect to tensor-
product states, converge to the quantum relative entropy
in the limit as α → 1, and thus satisfy (8) in this limit.
Applying (11) we find that
Dα(pXˆ|X(xˆ|x1)‖pXˆ|X(xˆ|x2)) ≤MDα(θx1E ‖θx2E ),
D˜α(pXˆ|X(xˆ|x1)‖pXˆ|X(xˆ|x2)) ≤MD˜α(θx1E ‖θx2E ), (19)
for the ranges of α for which data processing holds. As
these quantities have operational meaning in the con-
text of asymmetric hypothesis testing as error exponents
and strong converse exponents in the quantum Hoeffd-
ing bound [40], the above inequalities place fundamental
limitations on the exponential convergence rate of error
probabilities of adaptive channel discrimination strate-
gies in this setting (see also [41] for results on adaptive
channel discrimination and Re´nyi relative entropies).
A special case of the Re´nyi relative entropy in (18)
when α = 1/2 is − logF (ρ, σ), the negative logarithm
of the quantum fidelity, the latter defined as F (ρ, σ) ≡∥∥√ρ√σ∥∥2
1
. Applying (12), we find that
−M logF (θx1E , θx2E ) ≥ − logF (pXˆ|X(xˆ|x1), pXˆ|X(xˆ|x2)).
(20)
An important measure in quantum estimation theory is
the quantum Fisher information [42–45], related to quan-
tum fidelity and defined for a continuously parametrized
set {σx}x of states as [2, Theorem 6.3]
IF (x; {σx}x) ≡ lim
δ→0
8
[
1−
√
F (σx, σx+δ)
]
/δ2
= lim
δ→0
[−4 logF (σx, σx+δ)]/δ2. (21)
(See the appendix for a derivation of the second equality.)
The importance of the quantum Fisher information is
that it is a lower bound on the variance of an unbiased
estimator xˆ of x [42–45]:
Var(xˆ− x) ≥ [IF (x; {σx}x)]−1 . (22)
One can apply the same reasoning to adaptive protocols
for estimating an unknown parameter x encoded in a
family {N x}x of channels, and we find that
Var(xˆ− x) ≥
[
I
(M)
F (x; {N x}x)
]−1
, (23)
where I
(M)
F (x; {N x}x) is the Fisher information with re-
spect to the conditional probability defined in (1). Ap-
plying the bound in (20) and the relation between fidelity
5and Fisher information in (21), we find that the following
lower bound holds when trying to estimate an unknown
parameter x encoded in a family {N x}x of environment-
parametrized channels of the form in (2):
Var(xˆ− x) ≥ [MIF (x; {θxE}x)]−1 . (24)
We note that this inequality generalizes those from [15,
16, 46], given that those works did not consider adaptive
protocols for estimating x.
Application to thermal channels—We now show that
several of the above upper bounds are in fact achievable,
whenever the goal is to determine the excess noise in a
thermal channel with known transmissivity. We begin
with channel discrimination. Suppose that we are given
two thermal channels Lη,N1B and Lη,N2B , each having a
known transmissivity η ∈ [0, 1) with excess noise equal
to N1B ≥ 0 or N2B ≥ 0. (If η = 1 or N1B = N2B , then it is
impossible to distinguish the channels and so we do not
consider these cases.) In all cases for discrimination or
estimation, we find that a non-adaptive strategy involv-
ing M copies of a highly squeezed, two-mode squeezed
vacuum state suffices to attain the upper bounds given
above, proving that this non-adaptive strategy suffices for
achieving the best possible performance. The two-mode
squeezed vacuum state is equivalent to a purification of
the thermal state in (5) and is defined as
|ψTMS(NS)〉RA
≡ 1√
NS + 1
∞∑
n=0
√(
NS
NS + 1
)n
|n〉R|n〉A. (25)
The strategy we are employing in all cases leads to the
following, final pre-measurement state for i ∈ {1, 2}:
σNiB ≡
[
(idR⊗Lη,NiB )(|ψTMS(NS)〉〈ψTMS(NS)|RA)
]⊗M
.
(26)
Starting with quantum relative entropy, we find the
following expansion for large NS and for η ∈ [0, 1), by
employing a formula for the quantum relative entropy of
Gaussian states [47, 48]:
D(σN1B‖σN2B )
= −g(N1B , N1B) + g(N1B , N2B) +O(1/NS) (27)
= D(θ(N1B)‖θ(N2B)) +O(1/NS). (28)
where g(x, y) is a relative entropic generalization of the
well known formula for the entropy of a bosonic thermal
state (see, e.g., [49]) and is defined for x, y ≥ 0 as
g(x, y) ≡ (x+ 1) log(y + 1)− x log y. (29)
In fact, as indicated in (28), we find for all η ∈ [0, 1) that
limNS→∞D(σN1B‖σN2B ) = D(θ(N1B)‖θ(N2B)), so that the
relative entropy in the limit of high squeezing converges
to the classical relative entropy between the two thermal
states that distinguish the channels (here we say classi-
cal relative entropy because the states θ(N1B) and θ(N
2
B)
commute).
Similarly, we find the following expansion for the quan-
tum relative entropy variance for large NS and for η ∈
[0, 1), by employing a formula for the quantum relative
entropy variance of Gaussian states [50]:
V (σN1B‖σN2B )
= N1B(N
1
B + 1) log
2
(
1 + 1/N1B
1 + 1/N2B
)
+O(1/NS) (30)
= V (θ(N1B)‖θ(N2B)) +O(1/NS). (31)
As indicated in (31), we also find for all η ∈ [0, 1) that
limNS→∞ V (σN1B‖σN2B ) = V (θ(N1B)‖θ(N2B)). The for-
mula in (30) is an expression for the relative entropy vari-
ance of two thermal states, which generalizes the entropy
variance formula from [51] for a thermal state. See the
appendix for a derivation.
By the statement in (16), we find the following upper
bound on the performance of any adaptive strategy when
discriminating the channels
DεH(pXˆ|X(xˆ|N1B)‖pXˆ|X(xˆ|N2B)) ≤MD(θ(N1B)‖θ(N2B))
+
√
MV (θ(N1B)‖θ(N2B))Φ−1(ε) +O(logM). (32)
Since we know from prior work [32, 36, 37] the following
lower bound on the hypothesis testing relative entropy
DεH(σN1B‖σN2B ) ≥MD(σN1B‖σN2B )
+
√
MV (σN1B‖σN2B )Φ
−1(ε) +O(logM), (33)
the expansions for large NS in (28) and (31) establish
that the upper bound in (32) is achievable in the limit as
NS →∞. As a consequence, by using a highly squeezed
state as a probe and in the limit of high squeezing, it is as
if the loss in the channel has no effect on the transmitted
state and one’s ability to distinguish the channels is as
good as one’s ability to distinguish the environmental
states θ(N1B) and θ(N
2
B), which correspond to the excess
noise in the channels. We offer an explanation for this
phenomenon later on.
Turning to the fidelity, we find similar results. Apply-
ing a formula for the fidelity of two-mode Gaussian states
[52], we find for η ∈ [0, 1) that
F (σN1B , σN2B )
=
[√
(N1B + 1) (N
2
B + 1)−
√
N1BN
2
B
]−2
+O(1/NS)
(34)
= F (θ(N1B), θ(N
2
B)) +O(1/NS). (35)
Consistent with our previous observations and as in-
dicated in (35), we also find for η ∈ [0, 1) that
limNS→∞ F (σN1B , σN2B ) = F (θ(N
1
B), θ(N
2
B)).
6We finally consider the quantum Fisher information
IF (NB ; {σNB}NB ) as defined in (21). Applying a for-
mula for the fidelity of two-mode Gaussian states [52]
and expanding about small δ > 0 and large NS , we find
for N1B = NB and N
2
B = NB + δ that
√
F (σN1B , σN2B ) = 1−
1− η [NS (1− η) (2NB + 1)]−1
8NB (NB + 1)
δ2
+O(δ3/N2S). (36)
Thus, by applying (21), we find that the quantum Fisher
information in the large NS limit is equal to
lim
NS→∞
IF (NB ; {σNB}NB ) =
1
NB (NB + 1)
, (37)
in agreement with [53, Eq. (63)]. By applying the bound
from (24), the fact that the quantum Fisher information
of an ensemble {θ(NB)}NB of thermal states is equal to
[NB (NB + 1)]
−1
, and the fact that the quantum Fisher
information is achievable in principle by a measurement
[42–45], we can conclude that there exists a non-adaptive
strategy that achieves the ultimate precision possible in
the limit of high squeezing. Furthermore, the form of the
quantum Fisher information in (37) has an intuitive form:
the noisier the state, the lower the Fisher information,
and vice versa.
Concrete Discrimination Strategy—All of the conver-
gences of the quantum discrimination measures to the
discrimination of two thermal states begs for an intu-
itive explanation. Here we give some explanation for this
phenomenon, by establishing a physical relation between
a thermal state with mean photon number NB and the
state σNB defined in (26), in the limit as NS → ∞. At
the same time, this explanation leads to a concrete dis-
crimination strategy consisting of applying the unitary
transformation given below followed by photodetection.
The Wigner characteristic function covariance matrix
for σNB in (26) is as follows (see, e.g., [48]):
V =
 a c 0 0c b 0 00 0 a −c
0 0 −c b
 , (38)
where
a = ηNS + (1− η)NB + 1/2, (39)
b = NS + 1/2, (40)
c =
√
ηNS(NS + 1). (41)
Consider the following symplectic transformation:
S =
 ω+ −ω− 0 0−ω− ω+ 0 00 0 ω+ ω−
0 0 ω− ω+
 , (42)
where
ω+ =
√
1 +NS
1 + (1− η)NS , (43)
ω− =
√
ηNS
1 + (1− η)NS . (44)
The symplectic transformation S is independent of NB
and diagonalizes V when NB = 0. Also, S can be real-
ized by a two-mode squeezer, which corresponds to a uni-
tary transformation acting on the tensor-product Hilbert
space of the two modes. Applying S to V with finite NB ,
we get
SV ST =
 as −cs 0 0−cs bs 0 00 0 as cs
0 0 cs bS
 , (45)
where
as = NB + 1/2 +O(N
−1
S ), (46)
bs = (1− η)NS + ηNB + 1/2 +O(N−1S ), (47)
cs =
√
ηNB +O(N
−1
S ), (48)
One can physically eliminate the off-diagonal terms by
randomizing the two modes (or just by simply treat-
ing them separately). Then in the limit as NS → ∞,
we find that the above state is equivalent to a prod-
uct of two thermal states with photon numbers NB and
(1− η)NS + ηNB . So a concrete discrimination strategy
consists in applying the above unitary transformation to
the output of each channel, tracing over the second mode,
and performing photodetection on the first mode, which
is the optimal measurement for distinguishing two ther-
mal states.
Application to amplifier channels—For quantum
amplifier channels with a fixed known gain but unknown
excess noise, we find results similar to the ones given
above for thermal channels. The upper bound from
(11) results in a generalized divergence between two
thermal states. Also, the quantum relative entropy,
the quantum relative entropy variance, the fidelity,
and the quantum Fisher information evaluated for the
state
[
(idR⊗AG,NiB )(|ψTMS(NS)〉〈ψTMS(NS)|RA)
]⊗M
converge to the same expressions given above in the limit
of high squeezing, having no dependence on the gain of
the amplifier channel. There is a similar explanation for
the convergences as given above and a resulting concrete
discrimination strategy in the limit of high squeezing.
Teleportation method—One can also arrive at our re-
sults for thermal and amplifier channels in terms of a
technique called teleportation simulation [54, Section V].
In [54, Section V], the authors showed how any proto-
col consisting of adaptive operations interleaved between
many independent uses of the same channel can be re-
duced to a non-adaptive protocol if the channel is sim-
ulable by teleportation. This method was reviewed re-
cently in [48] and therein extended to continuous-variable
7bosonic channels and others as well. Recently, the tech-
nique was also applied in the context of channel discrim-
ination and estimation of particular channels [55].
Briefly, the main idea of the teleportation method is to
1) replace every channel in the protocol by its simulation
with teleportation and 2) rearrange all of the uses of the
channel to the start of the protocol, such that all of the
adaptive operations act at the end of the protocol and the
resulting protocol no longer has the adaptive form. For
the channels considered in [55] (limited to Pauli channels
or erasure channels), the resulting protocol is such that
one feeds in M shares of a maximally entangled state to
each channel use. Then a final measurement is performed
on this state to discriminate two channels in a given class.
In the examples that we consider here, including ther-
mal channels of a fixed transmissivity or amplifier chan-
nels of a fixed gain, we can instead use the two-mode
squeezed vacuum state and continuous-variable telepor-
tation [56] to effect the teleportation reduction discussed
above. One critical aspect of the problem setup is that
the channels being discriminated or estimated have the
same transmissivity or gain, so that the teleportation
correction operations are independent of the particular
channel being discriminated or estimated. In order for
the teleportation simulation to be perfect, it is neces-
sary to consider the limit of high squeezing, as we have
done above, and the result is to recover all of the con-
vergences of quantum discrimination measures discussed
previously.
The teleportation simulation approach to understand-
ing our results is interesting, but we think that the data-
processing method outlined in this paper is simpler and
more powerful when applicable. The data-processing
method applies independently of whether a channel is
teleportation simulable, and furthermore, we only need a
generalized divergence for the argument in (14) to hold,
whereas one further requires continuity (albeit a natu-
ral property) in order for the teleportation argument to
go through in the continuous-variable case. Finally, the
data-processing method outlined here recovers all of the
results established in [55] because all of the channels con-
sidered there are in fact environment-parametrized. To
see this, for Pauli channels, we can take the environment
state θxE in (2) to be
∑d2−1
i=0 pi|i〉〈i|E and the unitary in-
teraction to be
∑d2−1
i=0 U
i
A⊗ |i〉〈i|E , where the parameter
x is the probability vector {pi}i and U iA is a Pauli oper-
ator. For erasure channels, we can take the environment
state in (2) to be
∑1
i=0 pi|i〉〈i|E1 ⊗ |e〉〈e|E2 and the uni-
tary interaction to be |0〉〈0|E1⊗IAE2 +|1〉〈1|⊗SWAPAE2 .
It would be interesting to determine if there
are teleportation-simulable channels that are not
environment-parametrized. If it were the case, then the
teleportation simulation method could be used to ana-
lyze adaptive discrimination and estimation protocols,
whereas the data-processing method would not necessar-
ily apply.
Conclusion—We have outlined a general method for
bounding the performance of adaptive channel discrimi-
nation or estimation of environment-parametrized chan-
nels, in which an unknown parameter is encoded in the
environment of the channel. The method applies to any
generalized divergence, a function whose sole property
is data processing (monotonicity under the action of a
quantum channel). We applied the approach to sev-
eral discrimination measures that have operational mean-
ing in a variety of contexts. As a concrete example,
we considered thermal (amplifier) channels with known
transmissivity (gain) and unknown excess noise. We de-
rived limitations on the performance of the most general
adaptive discrimination or estimation strategies for these
channels, and we also showed that these limits are achiev-
able in principle if highly squeezed states are available.
Going forward from here, it would be interesting to
generalize the approach to channels encoding multi-
ple unknown parameters that need to be estimated or
discriminated—the results from [53, 57] should be help-
ful here, at least in the case of quantum Gaussian chan-
nels. We also wonder whether there are other approaches,
besides the data-processing method or the teleportation
simulation approach, that could be used to simplify adap-
tive protocols for channel discrimination or estimation.
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Appendix—Here we establish the formula in (30) for
the relative entropy variance of two thermal states and
the formula in (21) for the quantum Fisher information.
We begin by establishing (30). Let
ρ =
1
N1B + 1
∞∑
n=0
(
N1B
N1B + 1
)n
|n〉〈n|, (49)
σ =
1
N2B + 1
∞∑
n=0
(
N2B
N2B + 1
)n
|n〉〈n|. (50)
The relative entropy variance is defined as
V (ρ‖σ) = Tr{ρ [log ρ− log σ −D(ρ‖σ)]2}. (51)
Consider that
D(ρ‖σ) = −g(N1B , N1B) + g(N1B , N2B) (52)
= −(N1B + 1) log(N1B + 1) +N1B logN1B
+ (N1B + 1) log(N
2
B + 1)−N1B logN2B .
(53)
8Also,
log ρ− log σ
= − log(N1B + 1) + log(N2B + 1)
+
∞∑
n=0
n log
(
N1B
N1B + 1
[
N2B
N2B + 1
]−1)
|n〉〈n| (54)
= − log(N1B + 1) + log(N2B + 1)
+ nˆ log
(
N1B
N1B + 1
[
N2B
N2B + 1
]−1)
, (55)
where nˆ is the photon-number operator. So then
log ρ− log σ −D(ρ‖σ)
= −N1B log(N1B + 1) +N1B logN1B
+N1B log(N
2
B + 1)−N1B logN2B
+ nˆ log
(
N1B
N1B + 1
[
N2B
N2B + 1
]−1)
(56)
=
(
nˆ−N1B
)
log
(
N1B
N1B + 1
[
N2B
N2B + 1
]−1)
, (57)
and
[log ρ− log σ −D(ρ‖σ)]2
=
(
nˆ−N1B
)2
log2
(
N1B
N1B + 1
[
N2B
N2B + 1
]−1)
. (58)
Finally, we find that
V (ρ‖σ)
=
〈(
nˆ−N1B
)2〉
θ(N1B)
log2
(
N1B
N1B + 1
[
N2B
N2B + 1
]−1)
(59)
= N1B(N
1
B + 1) log
2
(
N1B
N1B + 1
[
N2B
N2B + 1
]−1)
. (60)
Now we derive the formula in (21) for the quantum
Fisher information:
IF (x; {ρx}x) = lim
δ→0
[−4 logF (ρx, ρx+δ)] /δ2. (61)
To begin with, consider the known formula for quantum
Fisher information [2, Theorem 6.3]:
lim
δ→0
8
[
1−√F (ρx, ρx+δ)
]
δ2
. (62)
To evaluate this, we apply L’Hospital’s rule, and find that
lim
δ→0
−8
d
dδ
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
2δ
= lim
δ→0
[
−4 d
2
dδ2
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
]
(63)
= −4 d
2
dδ2
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
∣∣∣∣
δ=0
, (64)
so that
IF (x; {ρx}x) = −4 d
2
dδ2
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
∣∣∣∣
δ=0
. (65)
Now we move on to showing (61). Consider that
− 2 logF (ρx, ρx+δ) = −4 log
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ). (66)
Furthermore,
d2
dδ2
[
− log
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
]
=
d
dδ
[
d
dδ
[
− log
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
]]
(67)
=
d
dδ
[
−
(√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
)−1( d
dδ
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
)]
(68)
=
(√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
)−2( d
dδ
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
)2
−
(√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
)−1( d2
dδ2
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
)
. (69)
Then we find that
d2
dδ2
[
− log
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
]∣∣∣∣
δ=0
=
(√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
)−2( d
dδ
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
)2∣∣∣∣∣
δ=0
−
(√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
)−1( d2
dδ2
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
)∣∣∣∣
δ=0
(70)
=
(
d
dδ
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
)2∣∣∣∣∣
δ=0
− d
2
dδ2
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
∣∣∣∣
δ=0
.
(71)
The quantity
(
d
dδ
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
)2∣∣∣∣∣
δ=0
= 0 (72)
because
d
dδ
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
=
d
dδ
Tr
{√√
ρxρx+δ
√
ρx
}
(73)
=
1
2
Tr
{
(
√
ρxρx+δ
√
ρx)
−1/2√
ρx
d
dδ
(ρx+δ)
√
ρx
}
, (74)
9and so
d
dδ
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
∣∣∣∣
δ=0
=
1
2
Tr
{
(
√
ρxρx
√
ρx)
−1/2√
ρx
(
d
dδ
ρx+δ
∣∣∣∣
δ=0
)√
ρx
}
(75)
=
1
2
Tr
{
ρ−1x
√
ρx
(
d
dδ
ρx+δ
∣∣∣∣
δ=0
)√
ρx
}
(76)
=
1
2
Tr
{
d
dδ
ρx+δ
∣∣∣∣
δ=0
}
(77)
= 0, (78)
where the last line follows from the definition of the
derivative and because the difference of two density op-
erators is equal to zero. (In the above we assumed that
the density operators ρx are full rank but one can arrive
at the same conclusion when they are not necessarily full
rank [58].) So we find that
d2
dδ2
[−2 logF (ρx, ρx+δ)]
∣∣∣∣
δ=0
= −4 d
2
dδ2
√
F (ρx, ρx+δ)
∣∣∣∣
δ=0
, (79)
which is consistent with (65).
Thus we can conclude (61) because after applying
L’Hospital’s rule, we find that
lim
δ→0
−4 logF (ρx, ρx+δ)
δ2
= lim
δ→0
− ddδ4 logF (ρx, ρx+δ)
2δ
(80)
= lim
δ→0
[
− d
2
dδ2
2 logF (ρx, ρx+δ)
]
. (81)
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